Abstract-A new adaptive sparse least squares support vector regression algorithm, referred to as SLSSVR has been introduced for the adaptive modeling of nonstationary systems. Using a sliding window of recent data set of size N to track t he nonstationary characteristics of the incoming data, our adaptive model is initially formulated based on least squares support vector regression with forgetting factor (without bias term). In order to obtain a sparse model in which some parameters are exactly zeros, a l1 penalty was applied in parameter estimation in the dual problem. Furthermore we exploit the fact that since the associated system/kernel matrix in positive definite, the dual solution of least squares support vector machine without bias term, can be solved iteratively with guaranteed convergence. Furthermore since the models between two consecutive time steps there are (N − 1) shared kernels/parameters, the online solution can be obtained efficiently using coordinate descent algorithm in the form of Gauss-Seidel algorithm with minimal number of iterations. This allows a very sparse model per time step to be obtained very efficiently, avoiding expensive matrix inversion. The real stock market dataset and simulated examples have shown that the proposed approaches can lead to superior performances in comparison with the linear recursive least algorithm and a number of online non-linear approaches in terms of modelling performance and model size.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the problem of adaptive data modelling in nonstationary environment has been widely researched in diverse levels and applications, such as fault detection and prediction mechanical systems monitoring in time-varying environment [1] and recommend user's preference modelling [2] and human face detection and recognition [3] . For the modeling of dynamical systems of nonstationary nature, it is essential that the system model be computed recursively in time. The adaptive modeling of nonstationary systems is particularly challenging since the conventional parameter updating such as recursive least squares may be insufficient to track the data change due to an overrigid model structure; or the re-estimating model structurally can be computationally expensive for real time applications. Often it is key to apply a combination of the common techniques of forgetting factor and recent sliding data window as well as efficient model structure update to account for non-stationary characteristics [4] , [5] . The work [4] is a simple modeling paradigm comprising a set of candidate linear sub-models which individually track the incoming data, and a subset of models are selected from the candidate set to yield the optimal prediction via optimal linear combination. The model in [5] is based an radial basis function (RBF) network with individually tunable nodes and a fixed small model size, the weight vector is adjusted using the multiinnovation recursive least square algorithm on-line. When the residual error of the RBF network becomes large despite of the weight adaptation, an insignificant node with little contribution to the overall system is replaced by a new node, which is optimized by a fast composite gradient algorithm.
With strong support from its underlying statistical learning theory, the support vector machine [6] including the support vector machine for regression (SVR) [7] is a powerful modelling tool as they are able to provide excellent model generalization. There are significant algorithmic developments such as sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [8] which is aimed at increasing computation speed, and its variant for regression [9] . In the smooth SVR (SSVR) approach an accurate smooth approximation has been proposed to replace the insensitive loss function in SVR, hence relaxing the optimization problem into an unconstrained one [10] , providing a significant speed up. A heuristic method based on a measurement of similarity among samples to reduce data samples for accelerating training was proposed in [11] . A novel geometric framework, based on which new SVR models and algorithms are proposed in [12] , which use convex hull algorithms for data reduction. The SVR has also been applied in applications in nonstationary settings, e.g., timeseries prediction in nonlinear environment [13] , and interval regression analysis in time-varying environment [14] . A major advance for computational efficiency is the introduction of least squares support vector machine for regression (LSSVR), which uses equality constraints [15] so that a closed form least squares type solution is obtained as a result. A weighted least squares support vector machine based approach for time series forecasting has been introduced in [16] to produce an adaptable model. In a nonstationary setting, the forgetting factors have been introduced based on LSSVR to model the gyro drift [17] . Note that LSSVR is essentially an offline approach resulting a nonsparse model.
In this work we propose a new LSSVR based approach for 
II. LEAST SQUARES SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE FOR REGRESSION (LSSVR)
Given a block of training data set comprises N input vectors x(1) ... x(N ), with corresponding target values y(1) ... y(N ) where y(k) ∈ R. The least square support vector machine for regression problem (LSSVR) [15] is based on a linear model of the formŷ
where w is vector of parameters, φ(x) denotes a fixed featurespace transformation, endowed with a Mercer kernel function
as the inner product for any pairs of input vectors x i , x j in the chosen feature space. In this paper, we will adopt the common choice of kernel of Gaussian kernel given as
where τ is the kernel width. Alternatively we will drop the bias term, so thatŷ
which is considered in [18] . The optimization problem is given by 
where γ > 0 is a preset regularization parameter. The conditions for optimality are given by
After eliminating w, e(n), the solution to the dual problem is given as
where
Note that resultant model is equivalent to Gaussian process [19] and kernel ridge regression model [18] . The above LSSVR model has two problems. The resulting model is not sparse since all available data points are used in the model. Another issue is that it is not suitable for adaptive modeling tasks where incoming data in received on line, and the system is nonstationary.
Consider the task of constructing an adaptive LSSVR model that is aimed at nonstationary systems. We propose a new adaptive algorithm starting with modeling of the most recent N data samples, and the model is updated per time step based on the incoming data very efficiently. In order to cope with the modeling of nonstationary systems, the basic idea of LSSVR with forgetting factor [17] is adopted in online model parameter estimation, which emphasizes recent information, and gradually forgets the old data. By introducing a cost function which includes a l 1 penalty of parameter estimation in the dual problem, which is solved using the coordinate descent algorithm, some parameters are obtained as exactly zeros. This allows a very sparse model per time step, to be obtained.
A. l 1 -norm penalized LSSVR with forgetting factor
In nonstationary dynamical systems the data label is also time index. Denote a N -length window data set as
in which t denotes current time. Clearly x t (n− 1) = x t−1 (n), for n = 2, ..., N . The LSSVR with forgetting factor [17] is based on modifying the cost function of (4) so that new data samples are given higher importance than older ones, as well as older data are gradually forgotten. This makes it suitable for modelling nonstationary systems whereby the system dynamics are slowly changing. At current time t (t ≥ N ), the LSSVR with forgetting factor has a cost function
subject to y t (n) = w
.., N , in which 0 < λ < 1 is the forgetting factor. Similarly, the Lagrangian function
The conditions for optimality are given by
After eliminating w t , e t (n), the solution for the dual problem is a
T , and
The model prediction for current time t is given bŷ
Note that if the above LSSVR with forgetting factor is used based on kernels constructed using recent N data samples.
Observe that the regularization effect of Λ due to forgetting factor is that there is stronger regularization for kernel associated with older data, which should drive their parameters to very small values. However all model parameters are still nonzeros.
The l 1 -norm is known to be effective to drive some parameters to exactly zeros. In order to obtain a sparse model, we have to apply l 1 -norm directly to solution of the dual problem. Specifically define a new cost function as
where η > 0 is a small preset l 1 -norm regulariser. Id |•|<η is an indicative function, which is one if the absolute value of • is above the threshold η, and zero otherwise.
Miminizing J leads to a sparse least square support vector machine (SLSSVR) solution, given as
When η = 0, it is the original solution of LSSVR with forgetting factor. As η is increased it is expected that some small parameters in a SLSSVR t will become zero, leading to a desirable sparse model. However applying J directly requires matrix inversion at each time step with the cost of O(N 3 ). In the following we introduce a very efficient algorithm that performs online update of l 1 -norm penalized LSSVR with forgetting factor that leads to a sparse LSSVR model.
B. Online update algorithm using coordinate descent algorithm
First note that it is easy to update {x t (n), y t (n)} from {x t−1 (n), y t−1 (n)}, by deleting the earliest data and append the new data sample. Similarly to obtain K t from K t−1 , delete its first row/column and then append new kernels [k(x t (N ), x t (1)), ..., k(x t (N ), x t (N ))] as last row and column.
Note that between two time steps (N − 1) out of N kernels are shared, intuitively the models need not to be learnt from scratch. Hence at step t, the model parameters are initialized as n (old) are initialized as zero for t = N . The proposed algorithm is based on minimizing J based on iteratively solving
using the coordinate descent algorithm. Specifically we combine Gauss-Seidel algorithm with the l 1 -norm regulariser, in which each variable is updated, while other parameters are fixed, as follows.
for n = 1, ..., N . Since our matrix (K t +Λ) is positive definite, the Gauss-Seidel method is convergent [20] . We then set a
n (new), repeat (23)& (24) for a few iterations. A small number of iterations, e.g. 1 ∼ 3 is appropriate because the model is able to converge very quickly due to the use of prior model of previous step, which provides a good initial parameter estimates per time step. Effectively since there is a large overlap in terms of data windows between two consecutive steps, it is expected for the proposed algorithm to have a much smaller number of iterations than relearn the model from scratch.
in which a significant number of a 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In order to illustrate the SLSSVR performance, we experimented on two examples of chaotic time series prediction and real data of UK stock price prediction, respectively. The proposed SLSSVR algorithm was compared with some typical online modeling approaches by computer simulations, which are the linear MRLS [21] - [23] , RAN [24] , GAP-RBF [25] , [26] , and ELM [27] - [29] , while both offline and online ELM approaches are available [30] , [31] . Except for the linear MRLS, other approaches apply Gaussian nodes. The prediction performance is measured by the root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). At time t, the RMSE and MAE are shown as
In the proposed SLSSVR approach, l 1 -norm regularization parameter η is set as 0.01, the forgetting factor λ is set as 0.01, and length of data window N is set as 50. γ = 10
4 . The kernel width is set as τ = 1.
A. Lorenz Time Series
The benchmark chaotic time series of the Lorenz chaotic time series is used for validation. The Lorenz system is governed by three differential equations as
where a, b, and c are parameters that control the behavior of the Lorenz system. The T -step ahead prediction is to use the past four samples
to estimate the future sample y t = y(t+T ). In the simulations, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta approach with a step size of 0.01 is used to generate the Lorenz samples, and only the Ydimension samples y(t) are used for the time series prediction. For 5000 data samples generated for y(t), only the last 3000 stable samples are used for the prediction since the Lorenz system is very sensitive to the initial condition. In order to design some nonstationary environments, the controlling system parameters in these systems are made to change either abruptly or continuously. 
The prediction step is fixed at T = 40, and the number of nodes for the ELM is fixed ranging from 500 to 2000. In Figure 1 (a) and Table I , we show the mean RMSE learning curves over 10 runs obtained from five different approaches and model size. Figure 1(b) demonstrates model prediction of proposed SLSSVR approach. It can be shown the linear MRLS algorithm has the worst performance in nonstationary case. Compared both the RAN and GAP-RBF approaches prediction performances, both approaches have model sizes increasing with the number of data input, while the GAP-RBF method can produce a more compact model than the RAN. Hence, the GAP-RBF model size is lower than the RAN in nonstationary time series. Moreover, the ELM approach with 1000 nodes has better performance than the MRLS, RAN and GAP-RBF, and the proposed algorithm outperforms all other methods, which has the best prediction performance and the smallest model size.
2) Lorenz Time Series With Time-Based Drift: In this simulation, the parameters of the Lorenz systems are fixed as a = 10, b = 8/3, and c = 28, but the samples of y(t) are , t = 1, ..., N, . .., kernel width τ and forgetting factor λ, data window length N . Ensure: At each time step t, a SLSSVR model (t = N + 1, ...) is obtained approximately minimizing objective function (19) .
Algorithm 1 The l 1 penalised adaptive LSSVR algorithm (SLSSVR).

Require: {x(t), y(t)}
1: Construct N -length window data set as {x N (n), y N (n)}, n = 1, ...N using the first N data samples.
Initialize a (t) n (old) = 0, n = 1, ..., N .
4:
Apply l 1 penalised Gauss-Seidel algorithm for online update (Algorithm 2).
5:
Update K t+1 from K t . Update {x t+1 (n), y t (n)} from {x t (n), y t (n)}, n = 1, ..., N . 6: end for Algorithm 2 l 1 penalised Gauss-Seidel algorithm for online update. Require: {x(t), y(t)}, t = N + 1, . .., predetermined value η and iteration number Iter. Ensure: Find parameters in current LSSVR model a Set a
T , and K t .
6: return Return current model prediction using (25) weighted by an exponential time-based drift to obtain
and y(t) is used for the time series prediction. The prediction step is fixed at T = 40. Table II and Figure 2 (a) compares RMSE learning curves for different approaches respectively. Figure 2 (b) plots model prediction of proposed SLSSVR approach. It is clear that the proposed SLSSVR has significantly better performance than the others. In fact, the SLSSVR is effectively the only approach here that can track well this highly nonstationary Lorenz time series.
B. UK FTSE index prediction
In this example, Istanbul stock exchange data set is considered [32] . This data set includes returns of Istanbul Stock Exchange with seven other international index; SP, DAX, FTSE, NIKKEI, BOVESPA, MSCE EU, MSCI EM from Jun 5, 2009 to Feb 22, 2011. We applied the proposed SLSSVR to model one day ahead prediction for FTSE index, the daily return index of UK stock exchange. The system input is based on recent four data samples of
and system output is y t = y(t + 1). Table III and Figure 3 (a) compare the final prediction performance and RMSE learning curves in nonstationary case for different approaches, respectively. It can be observed that compared to other methods, the proposed has the best performance, and linear MRLS is the worst, with the RMSE value of 0.6643 which is much higher than others. Note that the ELM approach with 70 and 10 nodes are only better than the MRLS. The model sizes of non-linear RAN and GAP-RBF approaches are 14 nodes and 10 nodes. In contrast the proposed algorithm returns only 10 kernels selected from 50 full model size (average number of kernels with non-zeros parameters).
Figure 3(b) shows the FSTE time series, and it is clear that it is nonstationary. Figure 3(c) is a scatted plot of predicted output against the system output, demonstrating excellent match. Figure 3(d) illustrates the local prediction output and the system output in nonstationary time series online, and it is clearly observed that the proposed algorithm predicts well with only 10 kernels. In fact, the RMSE results may become worse by the model size increasing in nonstationary scenario. The primary reason is that the local information characteristic is more important than the global information. In this paper, the proposed algorithm add the forget factor to "forget" the previous data faster than others, hence, it focuses more attention on the new data. In general the stock index is a nonstationary time series, which is influenced by multiple external factors such as policy, season, marketplace. The example illustrates the potential of our modeling approach, which could be extended to more complicated economic model, e.g. with other leading indicators as system input variables.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel online sparse least squares support vector regression methodology based on a sliding window of recent data set of size N . In order to obtain a sparse model per time step, the l 1 penalty was applied in parameter estimation in the dual problem based on least squares support vector regression with forgetting factor (without bias term). An iterative algorithm has been introduced based on the Gauss-Seidel algorithm with guaranteed convergence, together with l 1 -norm regularization. It is shown that a very sparse model per time step can be obtained very efficiently.
In order to create nonstationary simulation environments, the benchmark Lorenz time series in which their system parameters are suddenly changed. In addition the proposed algorithm has been compared for the UK FTSE index prediction. The proposed approach is shown to be superior to other approaches including the linear recursive least algorithm and a number of online non-linear approaches in terms of modelling performance and model size. It can be potentially utilised in time signal processing and adaptive control applications (e.g., target tracking) with nonstationary properties in practical systems, which will be our future work.
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